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We consider a Hilbert space 3 on which is given a positive self-adjoint 
operator EZ. For densely defined bilinear forms or operators A we obtain 
conditions which ensure that A is an operator, that A is self-adjoint and that 
ezAt leaves D(W) invariant with H’eiAt strongly differentiable. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let N be a self-adjoint semibounded operator on a Hilbert space Z. 
Without loss of generality we assume H >, I and define 9 E 
C”(H) = 0, D(H”), R(h) = (H + h)-I, R 3 R(0). We will be 
interested in bilinear forms A defined on 99 x 9 and for such a form 
we define A EZ [iH, A]. Suppose that as forms on 9 x $9: 
We will obtain conditions on A and on the Bi which are sufficient 
that (I) A define an operator, (2) A define a self-adjoint operator, 
(3) eial leave D(Hr) invariant. 
For positive p, q, 6 and integers m, r we define 
U(T) = min(r,p -1 1 - 6) /3(r) = p + Y - m - 6. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose RQARq is bounded fov some p, q. Then ARp+q 
is bounded provided that fog some integer m > p and 6, 0 < 6 < 1, 
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there are positive constants pir, v+., I ,< i < N, 1 ,< r < m, with 
pir < a(r), vir < p + q + 1 - 6 - max&r , B(Y)), and such that 
R~irB~liYir is bounded for all i, r. In case p is integral we may choose 
m = p, 6 = 0. 
For illustration we give the following special case of Theorem 1 
corresponding to the choice: N = p = q = m = 1, 8 = 0, TV = I, 
v = 2. 
COROLLARY. Suppose RAR and RAR2 are bounded. Then AR2 is 
bounded. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose R”ARq is bounded, A symmetric. Then A 
defines an operator, essentially self-adjoint on any core for HP+q provided 
there are pi , 0 < pi < 1, such that RriBiR1-~i is bounded, 1 < i < N. 
Considerably more may be obtained in case the pi of Theorem 2 
may all be chosen equal to 1, i.e. if A is an operator on D(H), or more 
generally if HSAR1+S is bounded for some s 3 0. For simplicity 
we consider the case where Y 3 1 is integral, and we define 
T-1 
c, = 1 // HskiH-l-S (1, 
X=0 
s integral. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose for symmetric A that RpARq and cr are 
boundedfor some p, q > 0, r >, I. Then A defines a self-adjoint operator, 
essentially self-adjoint on cores for Hp+q, A maps D(HP+qfr) into D(H’), 
and eiA l leaves D(W) invariant. The operator HreiA r is strongly continuous 
on D(H’) with strong derivative HreiA1iA on D(Hp+q+‘J and satis$es 
11 HreiA% /j < ecrlt’ 11 H’B (I, 8 E D(H’). 
I f  c, < GO, for all r, then both A and eiAt leave Cw(H) invariant and 
for all r, HreiAt is strongly dzfJerentiubZe on C*(H). 
I f  c, < const Y, for all r, then e iAt leaves the analytic vectors for H 
invariant. 
Results similar to Theorems 1 and 2 giving self-adjointness of 
forms or operators in terms of relative boundedness of commutators 
were first proved by Glimm and Jaffe [l]. Improvements on these 
results were given by Nelson [2], Jaffe [3], Faris and Lavine [4], and 
McBryan [3]. Faris and Lavine [4], also obtained conditions for 
D(H1j2) to be invariant under eia t in the casep = 0, q = 1. Our proof 
of Theorem 2 generalizes an idea of Jaffe [3]. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We use the identity, valid for m > p > 0, 
Rp = c(p, m) Irn dh hm-P-lR(X)m, 
0 
c(p, m)-l s Jm dA Ant-“-l(l + X)-wz. 
0 
Calculating as forms on 3 x B we find: 
AR”+” = RpARq + [A, RP] RQ 
= RPARq - ic(p, m) f f I* dX P+lR(X)’ BiR(h)“+l-’ Rq. 
T=l i=l 0 
i/ ARp+q /I < const + const f 5 lrn dX Am-P-l(1 + h)-(m-p+S), 
r-1 is1 0 
provided Rd~BiR~+q+l-&--6 are bounded. The conditions stated in the 
theorem imply the existence of such PI?; we need only choose 
kjr =y=+i~ y P(r)). 1 n case p is integral we may evaluate [A, Rp] 
irec . 
Proof of Theorem 2. The conditions stated in Theorem 2 satisfy 
Theorem 1 and so A defines an operator on D(Hp+q). Let 1 3 p + q 
be an integer. Essential self-adjointness of A on cores for Hp+q 
follows from ARP+q bounded if we show that D(A,*) C D(A,-), 
where A, = A IDtH1) . We define S(h) = [A,, hlR(A)“] and we prove 
below that 6(h) is (i) b ounded, (ii) antisymmetric, and (iii) strongly 
convergent to zero as X -+ co. Let tI E D(A,*), x E D(H”). Then 
R(X)z 6’ E D(P) = D(A,) and by (i), (ii), 
(x, A,PR(h)l 0) = (PR(h)l A,x, 0) = (A,XzR(h)E x, 0) - (&4)x, 0) 
= (x, AzR(4z A,*@) + (x, S(A)O. 
Thus by (iii) and st. lim,,, XzR(X)z = I, 
A,hLR(h)L 0 = AIR(X)” A,*8 + S(ll)tI -+ At*8. 
We conclude that 8 E D(A,J and A, * = A,- as desired. To establish 
(i)-(iii) for S(X), we note that on 53 x 2, 
6(x) = -ih1 f- R(X)’ f B,R(X)Z-r+l. 
T=l i=l 
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Since RpiBiR1-~l is bounded we obtain 
I/ 6(h)![ < 0(X1) &+ f II R(A)‘-“” II II R(q-r+“i ;I < O(1). 
T=l i=l 
Let x E 9. Since A,R” is bounded, A,h”R(h)‘x -+ Ax, and hence 
S(h)x -+ 0 as h ---f co. Since /) 6(h)/] < const, st. lim 6(h) = 0. Since A 
is symmetric so is the form A on B x 9. Thus 6(h) is antisymmetric. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For convenience let 12 = p + 4. Essential 
self-adjointness of A on cores for H” follows by Theorem 2. The 
relation AD(Hn+T) C D(H’) results from the identity 
since each of the forms on the right is bounded. 
To prove invariance of D(Hr), we introduce bounded operators 
H, = H(cHzT + I) 1 l (sTJ. For simplicity we consider the case T = 1; 
the general case follows in the same way. For any 0 we define, 
fc(t) = jJ H,eiAtB /I2 = (6, ciAtH,2eiAtt?). 
Then fc(t) is differentiable in t for t9 E D(A): 
(dfJdt)(t) = -(19, ewiAt[iA, HE21 eiAW). 
An explicit computation on D(H”) x D(Hn) gives 
[iA, H,2] = -(cH2 + 1)-l H(RA + AR} H(rH2 + 1)-l 
and since the right side is bounded this extends to D(A) x D(A). 
Therefore, 
(1.1) 
Since D(A) is dense, this inequality extends to all 8. Now choose 
e E D(H). AS E 4 0, (EH2 + I)-1/2 eiA49 --t &Ate. For x E D(H), 
(x, HceiAW) = (H,y, (cH2 + I)-1/2 eiAtO) - (Hx, eiAtO). 
From (1 .I ) we obtain uniform boundedness of &GA49 because 
/) H,e 1) < 1) HB I/. It follows that H,e iAt converges weakly and since H 
is closed we conclude that eia to E D(H) and H,eiAtO -G HeiA’8. 
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Thus we may write H,e iAt = (cH2 + l)-rj2 HeiAW, showing that the 
convergence is in fact strong. As a consequence 
11 HeiAtO /I = lj~.$ H,eiAtO (/ < eeltl 11 HO I/. U-2) 
To prove strong continuity of HeiA1 on D(H), note that it is 
sufficient to prove continuity at t = 0, using 
[) H&At’0 - HetAt // < @;‘I 11 H(@A(t’--t) - I)0 I;, 0 E D(H). 
Furthermore, strong continuity follows from weak continuity, at 
t = 0, because 
Weak continuity at t = 0 follows from continuity of (x, HeiAttl), 
x E D(H), along with the bound (1.2), uniform for [ t / < 1. 
To prove strong differentiability of HeiA1 on D(H”+l), note that as 
above it is sufficient to do so at t = 0. For 8 E D(Hnfl): 
(eiAt - I)0 = i \” ds eiAs AO, 
Y” 
and since H is closed with HeiAs strongly continuous on D(H) 3 A/3, 
we obtain 
s 
t 
H(eZAt - I)0 = i ds HeiAs AO. (1.3) 
0 
Differentiability at t = 0 follows on dividing both sides of (1.3) by t 
and taking the limit as t -+ 0. 
The results for cT < co or c, < const Y, a11 Y, now foIIow imme- 
diately. 
II. Two EXAMPLES FROM FIELD THEORY 
We give two simple examples illustrating Theorems l-3. Both 
are taken from quantum field theory. For further illustrations see 
[3, 5, 71 and for field theory notation see [6]. In [5] we have used 
Theorem 3 to establish Lorentz covariance of the Yukawa, quantum 
field theory. 
The first example is that of the energy and momentum densities 
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r,(f) = J dx f (x) T,,(x), P(f) = f dx f (x) P(x) of a noninteracting 
boson-fermion system in two space-time dimensions. Here 
T,(x) = 5 :m2 + (04)" -t- m2$2 - @V# -5 V@(t - 2il$!4: 
P(x) = -4 :Tlv+ + vcpx + $yoyJ - v$pr#J: 
and f E 9(R). As the positive self-adjoint operator H we take W,, + I, 
where H, = T,(I), the free energy. EIementary N, estimates [6] 
then give 
iTo( ikfyf) G consqlti, + I); (2-l) 
the more singular pure creation terms have L, kernels. Using canonical 
commutation relations we find: 
~“W = fY.f’)? P(f) = (To - m2 :4”: + M :~~:~(~‘). (2.2) 
From (2.1), (2.2) we see that Rl/2T’o(f) R112 is bounded and so 
Theorems 1 and 2 apply. Thus T,(f) defines an operator, essentially 
self-adjoint on cores for H, . To treat P(f) we define 
B, = (To - m2 :$A + M ;~~:(O))(~‘), R, = M :$Q:(-t) (f’), 
B, = M:$#‘-‘: (f’), 
where -1, 0, - denote components creating +2, 0, -2 particles. 
Then by (2.1) and elementary N, estimates, each of R~~2~~R~iz~ 
RB, , and B,R is bounded. Thus by Theorem 2, P(f) defines an 
operator, essentially self-adjoint on cores for I&, . Returning to the 
first of (2.2) we have li,(f)R bounded so that by Theorem 3, e’no(fJt 
leaves II invariant and N,,e iro(f)6 is strongly differentiable on 
wfo2). 
The second application involves the interaction energy density 
Z’%(f) = f d~~(~)~~~(x} f Z’,(x) + T,(x)) of the momentum-cutoff 
Yukawa, model. Here 
TIC4 = k(x) :vt&w:? T&x) = -g(x)*{@imx2 :&C + &)-. 
Elementary iV, estimates give &T(f) < construe + I). We again 
break the commutator [iH,, TJf>] into three parts: 
4 = To(f) + rr”,(f)‘“’ + 5t;-(f), B2 = Ed;‘+‘, 4 = 7;(f)‘-‘, 
and it is easily seen that R1~zBlR1/2, RB, and B,R are bounded. 
Thus by Theorem 2, TX(f) is essentially self-adjoint on cores for H,, . 
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